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demonstrated for two neuropeptides (substance P and bombesin), for six analogs of the melanocyte-stimulating
hormone (MSH) core and for collagenase enzyme substrates. Positive- and negative-ion spectra of several
ions are
peptides are produced without the presence of a metallic substrate. Cationized quasi-molecular
abundant in the positive spectra. Peak broadening in the high-mass range can be the consequence of overlapping
molecular and adduct ions. The presence of synthesis by-products can be identified readily from the spectra.
Ultimately, picogram detection limits are possible for important bioactive peptides and other large molecules.
Because of the clearlv demonstrated matrix-assisted laser ionization in a homogeneous environment, metal
substrate participatioi in the volatilization mechanism seems less likely.

The recent upsurge of laser-desorption studies originated in the discovery of the matrix-assisted method.’
It has carved out a distinguished place in the schedule
of several current conferences?
Laser desorption
seems to compete quite successfully with plasma
desorption’ and with electrospray ionization for being
the ultimate method of volatilizing and ionizing highmolecular-mass substances. In fact. the matrix-assisted
UV laser desorption method has been demonstrated to
produce molecular
ions of proteins of mol.wt s
30000.’ Other compound groups of biological significance viz., oligonucleotides and carbohydrates” show
similar favorable spectral responses with the matrixassisted method.
The procedure of sample preparation and spectrum
collection is attractively
simple. A dilute (about
l(P- 1W5 mol/L) solution of the analyte is mixed with
a more concentrated solution of the matrix and applied
and dried onto a metallic sample holder. The concentration of the solid-analyte/matrix
system is about
O.Wl-O.ooO1 molar ratio with matrix excess. The
matrix first used was nicotinic acid’ but other matrices.
for example cinnamic acid derivatives, proved to be
useful as well.’
Different lasers were utilized with wavelengths ranging from 266 nm to 355 nm.“’ Time-of-flight mass analyzers with or without ion reflector provided a mass
range broad enough to deal with high molecular weight
biological molecules and enough transmission to detect
these molecules in extremely small amounts (i.e., in the
femtomole range). Ions were post-accelerated to about
20 keV to improve the sensitivity of the electron multiplier or multichannel plate detectors in the high mass
region.
The question addressed in this Communication concerns the geometry of laser illumination and the role of
the metallic substrate in the volatilization/ionization
mechanism. In all past experiments the so called reflection geometry was used. i.e., the laser illumination and
the mass analyzer were on the same side of the sample.
It was not clear on the basis of previous work in the
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field whether or not it is possible to investigate thin or
small samples in transmission geometry. i.e., in a setup
where laser illumination and mass analyzer are on
opposite sides of the sample. Another notable difference between these two geometries is the presence or
absence of a metallic substrate. In the generally used
reflection geometry. the sample solution is dried onto a
metallic sample holder and forms a thin surface layer.
In the transmission geometry the sample solution is
dried onto an extremelv thin plastic film covering an
electron-microscope
grid. Therefore, no metallic substrate is present in the vicinity of illumination and ion
formation. Thus, we also expect some information
from the experiments about substrate participation in
the desorption and ionization processes.

EXPERIMENTAL

The instrument was a *standard LAMMA 500-type
(Leybold Heraeus. San Jo&, CA, USA) time-of-flight
equipped
with a frequencymass spectrometer
quadrupled Nd-Y AG laser arranged in transmission
geometry. The mass spectrometer and laser settings
were within the limits of normal operating conditions.
Laser pulses were attenuated to the threshold levels
where sample-specific ions started to appear. The
positive- and negative-ion modes were both utilized in
the case of all the peptides. Single-shot spectra were
collected in every case; however, averaging of spectra
was also used. Mass calibration was carried out using
characteristic peaks of the nicotinic acid matrix. This
method provided internal reference peaks up to about
3(H)u. At higher masses the scale was determined by
extrapolation, giving rise to surprisingly good accuracy
even in the region of 1600 u. In certain cases confirmation of the extrapolated values was possible by comparing the positive and negative spectra. If the quasimolecular peaks appeared at a mass difference of 2 u in
the two spectra the identification of the [M+H)’ and
[M - H)- ions was more certain.
Ten different peptides were investigated having
molecular weights in the 740-1620 Da range (see Table
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Table 1. The amino acid sequence of the different peptides studied and the characteristic
their laser-desorption spectra

t4lph inr p-irk\

S;mlplc

5

6

IM + HI’

Sutxtancc-P

1.3-N

Bomhcsin

l6lY: jM + HI’

c(GlyHis(
Trp-Gly]
4

[ H-Glv-Hi+(
GIdkH;]
_

D)Phc-Arg(

NO,)

D)Phc-Arg-Trp-

c(GIy-His-Phc-Arg(
Trp-GIyJ

NO+

7-U: IM - NO>+ HI
80.3: jM + l7]*-

76Y: IM - NOJ + H + 2x1
7W M ’
HI’): IM + 331’

773: M’

75Y: IM- 141’
7E;Y: (M+ lb]
KOI: jM + 281’

741: IM-NO,+H)

c[Gly-His-Phc-Arg-TrpGly]. HOAc

74: M’
742: IM + H]’
sO3: IM + 62)’

clGIy-His-(
GIy].HOAc

741: M’
X03: [M + 621’

D)Phc-Arg-Trp-

Wk IM+ HI’

(Dns-Pro-Lcu-Gly-La-AlaGly-( D)Lys-OH].HOAc

6I:
YSI:
Y70:
lOl2:

(M - Dns] ’
lM+h3]‘
jM + 82) ’
(M -+ 1231

I Dn+Pro-I_ cu-Gly-lIeAl+
Gly-( D)Lp-OH].HOAc

YE (M+W]1013: IM + IZJ]’

IH-Nlc-Glu-HIS-(
D)Phc-ArgTrpGlyOCH;].3HCI

1020: jM + 631.
IO-IY: IM + 2%+ 631’

these peptides (3,4,6.7)
had a cyclic structure, two (3.
5) contained a nitro group. whereas two other others
(8. 9) contained a dansyl group. Several peptides (3,4,
7,8,9, JO) were prepared with the D version of certain
amino acids providing the possibility of detecting differences due to symmetry.
Substance P and bombesin were purchased from
NovaBiochem (Switzerland). The synthesis of the other
cyclic and linear peptides
has been described
elsewhere.” IO- M solutions of the peptides were prepared using double-distilled water or. in some cases,
reagent grade methanol and was mixed with lo-’ M
nicotinic acid solution in 1: 10 ratio. About 1 PL of this
mixture was applied onto an electron-microscope
grid
coated with Formvar film of about 25 nm thickness.
Both copper and nickel grids were tried and had no
influence on the spectra, whatsoever. The sample was
dried by a stream of hot air.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All ten investigated peptides showed favorable response in matrix-assisted laser desorption as compared
to the situation without the matrix. In Fig. 1 we demon-
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73Y: IM - NO: - H]

7%: (M- IS]
772: (M - H]

-I

739: (M -NOC
756: (M-NO:+
785: [M - H)

76Y: jM - NO: + H + 2X)
7s6: M’
81% [M+32]’

1). The two neuropeptidcs
substance
P and bombesin
served as well defined standard
materials
to provide
evidence
concerning
the capabilities
of the method.
The eight other samples may have contained
traces of
formvlated
and oxidized side-products.
Therefore.
we
co&
also check the usefulness
of the technique
for
quality control of an organic product. Peptides 3, 4. 5,
6, 7 and 10 were analogues
of the melanocytestimulating
hormone
(MSH) core. whereas peptides 8
and 9 were collagenase
enzyme substrates. Four of
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positive and negative ions appearing in
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887: [M-H]

Hj
17)

-

654: [M - Dns]

653: [M - Dns]
887: [M-H]
YS6: [M - H]
Y83: jM+28-H]

970: (M+ l3]-

strate the typical difference between the laser desorption spectrum of (a) pure peptide 10 (see Table 1) and
(b) peptide 10 in nicotinic acid matrix. There are
striking differences between the two spectra. In the
case of the pure peptide there is no molecular-ion signal
and there are a number of fragment ions present in the
low mass range. However. in case (b) a strong molecular ion signal is observed together with adduct ions and
ions originating from by-products. It was possible to
obtain the matrix-assisted spectrum at much lower
irradiance than was used in the case of the pure peptide. Fragmentation
of the peptide in this matrixassisted case was not easy to check because of the
strong interference from nicotinic acid fragments but in
many other cases it became apparent that solitary
peptide quasi-molecular ions accompanied by a few
nicotinic acid peaks and with no ‘ions due to peptide
fragmentation can be achieved.
Negative-ion spectra of all the samples were also
taken. Strong quasimolecular peaks are much less
common than they are in the positive-ion mode.
However, as one can conclude from Table 1 weaker
peaks might be characteristic. In Fig. 2 the positive-ion
(a) and negative-ion (b) spectra of peptide 8 are compared. In the positive-ion mode the peak due to the
protonated
molecule has several satellite peaks.
Among them is the adduct of the.peptide with a matrix
molecule: [M + 1231’. This type of peak has previously
been observed in reflection geometry experiments.”
s
Their presence was suggested as the cause of intensive
peak broadening in the very high mass region, where
the mass resolution of the time-of-flight analysers is
insufficient to separate them from the molecular-ion
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shot Iascr desorption spectra of peptidc 8 in transmission
geometry: (a)
and (h) with matrix assistance’. No pcptidc-specific ions arc observed without
matrix. The matrix assisted method shows dramatic enhancement of the molecular ion
signal cvcn in the abscncc of substrate.

Figure

without

peak. The negative-ion spectrum in Fig. 2(b) shows no
significant satellite peak formation.
-Further inspection of the ion abundances in Table 1
leads to several conclusions. (i) Both substance P and
bombesin showed strong positive-ion ion signals due to
protonated molecules. Bombesin is known not to givre
stable molecular ion signals in the widely-used fastatom bombardment method because of its hydrophilic
character. On the other hand no problem arises in
acquiring the laser-desorption spectra. (ii) In the case
of synthesized products it is possible to observe minor
(3. 4, 5) and major (3. 10) by-products with oxidized
and with formylated moieties. (iii) Either the loss of the
nitro group or the presence of a by-product without the
nitro group can be confirmed from the spectra of
samples 3 and 5. Dansyl derivatives may show loss of
the dansyl group in part (8). (iv) Cyclic and linear
peptides show no characteristic differences in ion formation. (v) No significant distinction according to
i!
2

optical activity was evident. (vi) In quite a number of
cases an adduct ion appears at either [M + 62]‘,
[M +63]’ or [M +64]’ (6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and sometimes 1
and 2). We have found no clear explanation for this
phenomenon. One obvious answer is to attribute these
peaks to some kind of contamination. Their occasional
appearance in the spectra of the commercial neuropeptides, however, makes this explanation uncatisfactory.
Another possibility is to correlate these peaks with the
presence
of a doubly charged cluster adduct:
[2M + nicotinic acid]“. It is difficult to understand.
however, whv and how this structure should arise,
bearing in mmd the numerous other possible clusters
that could be envisaged but which did not show up in
the spectra.
We find it instructive to check the detection limit
achieved in this experiment.
Assuming that a 3 x
30-” cm-” volume element of the matrix is evaporated.
one arrives at a rough estimate of - 3 x lo-‘” mole

I (a)
IM+H]’
IM+63+HJ+

(M+123+HI’

m/z

f

(b)

Lb
g

f loo-

m/z

.
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matrix and about 10-” mole analytc consumption
in a
detection
limit
single laser shot. This femtomole
provides unique capabilities
for this method.
In the
case of neutropeptides
this means that about a picogram of the analyte is identifiable.
It is appropriate
to comment on the present findings
in relation
to our suggested
mechanism
of matrixassisted laser desorption. ‘I ” Our homogeneous
bottleneck model describes the volatilization
process as an
electronic
excitation
of the matrix by the UV laser
pulse. followed by internal conversion
to its vibrational
excitation
and a competition
between energy transfer
to the lattice vibrations
and to the guest or analyte
molecules. This latter is blocked by an energy transfer
bottleneck
caused by the frequency mismatch between
the matrix chemical bonds and the matrix-guest
hydrogen bonds and by the scarcity of guest molecules.
An
important
feature of this model is that it does not
consider substrate participation,
a mechanism
which it
was not possible to exclude on the basis of reflection
type experiments.
The measurements
presented
here
support the idea of a homogeneous
mechanism at least
in the mass range investigated
in this communication.
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